
DXC Assure Market Link enables brokers and carriers to embrace the London Market 
modernization journey and enhances an organization’s digital standing in a low-risk,  
low-impact way.

Enabling the benefits of 
Blueprint Two
Driven by the Future at Lloyd’s initiative 
in response to the changing global 
risk landscape, Blueprint Two sets the 
plan to make the London Insurance 
Market better, faster and cheaper, by 
digitizing the market for all participants. 
DXC Assure Market Link (Market Link) 
is a software-as-a-service solution and 
works in conjunction with existing DXC 
Technology or third-party systems to 
meet the new digital requirements. 
Market Link provides a surround 
solution designed to support:

• Creation and approval of the Core 
Data Record (CDR)

• Production of the MRCv3 (as evidence 
of the contract between the broker 
and insurer(s))

• Interaction with electronic placement 
platforms such as PPL 

• Creation of ACORD EBOT and ECOT 
messaging for the accounting 
and settlement of premiums and 
claims and the notification of claim 
movements

Tailored system connectors and API 
access enable existing broking and 
carrier systems to interact with  
 

Market Link to provide a cohesive 
user journey. The solution extends 
the useful life of existing systems and 
enables digital compliance in a simple, 
low-cost way. 

DXC Assure Market Link  
in action  
The solution supports several use 
cases for brokers and carriers and has 
been architected using our low-code/
no-code platform, DXC Assure Create, 
to support expansion into other 
related areas over time.

Primary use cases supported are:

• Creation of the CDR by the broker, 
transformation of data and compliance 
with ACORD standards, validation with 
the Digital Gateway and orchestration 
of any queries and required approvals

• Adoption of the new MRCv3, providing 
access to a template builder and full 
data schema, including the ability to 
create broker-specific line-of-business 
templates

• Validation, creation and approval of the 
CDR by the carrier for compliance with 
the market process and the ability to 
download the CDR to reduce data entry 
and for quality and analysis purposes

• Interaction with leading electronic 
placement platforms such as PPL 
throughout the placement process to 
reduce duplicate data entry and risk 
of error

• Generation and/or receipt of ACORD 
EBOT and ECOT messages from 
non-ACORD data, including the 
receipt and processing of ACORD 
acknowledgment messages

Key benefits
• Choice of approach and 

preservation of your existing 
investment with DXC

• Relatively low-effort, high-impact 
compliance with Blueprint Two 
requirements

• Safe pair of hands; we 
understand the domain, and we 
understand the software you use

• Our proximity to the London 
Market joint venture and our 
heritage in the London Market 
means we are here for the long 
term and are committed to your 
success

DXC Assure Market Link



About DXC Technology

DXC Technology (NYSE: DXC) helps global companies run their mission-critical systems and 

operations while modernizing IT, optimizing data architectures, and ensuring security and 

scalability across public, private and hybrid clouds. The world’s largest companies and 

public sector organizations trust DXC to deploy services to drive new levels of performance, 

competitiveness, and customer experience across their IT estates. Learn more about how  

we deliver excellence for our customers and colleagues at DXC.com.

DXC Assure Market Link 
business value
DXC Assure Market Link works in 
conjunction with existing systems 
using DXC’s tailored system connectors 
and APIs, reducing the risk, cost and 
time associated with adopting the 
new Blueprint Two requirements. In 
addition, for customers considering 
a future migration to DXC Assure 
Broking or DXC Assure Commercial 
and Specialty, adoption of DXC Assure 
Market Link simplifies and reduces 
transition costs, without loss of 
existing capabilities. Policy records 
built up in Market Link can be used 
to reduce the effort required in data 
migration, and DXC Assure Market Link 
components can be leveraged in the 
new DXC Assure solutions. 

Why DXC?

We understand Blueprint Two better 
than anyone, and we are committed 
to you and the success of the London 
Market. We are preserving your 
investment with extended capabilities 
and layered surround products. We 
are focused on risk reduction, speed 
to market, low-cost adoption and 
future-proofing.

Learn more at
dxc.com/insurance

Get the insights that matter.
dxc.com/optin 
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DXC Assure Market Link 
capabilities  
• Transformation of non-standard 

data to ACORD- and market- 
standard code sets

• Simple, intuitive user interface for 
augmentation of required data, 
with integrated workflow

• Document composition and 
templating capability to support 
production of the MRCv3

• Interaction with the Digital 
Gateway via APIs

• Validation of mandatory and 
conditional mandatory data to 
drive right-first-time submissions

• Orchestration of queries from  
the Digital Gateway and required 
CDR approvals

• Integration with electronic 
placement applications to 
remove duplicate data entry

• Creation and ingestion of ACORD 
EBOT and ECOT messages from 
non-ACORD data and handling  
of acknowledgment messages

https://
https://dxc.com/us/en/industries/insurance
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